Adding Sophos Synchronized
Security to Your Network
For Unrivalled Insight and Protection

Easily add Synchronized Security to gain deeper
insights into what’s happening on your network and
automatically identify and respond to threats.
Highlights
ÌÌ Bring rich network
visibility to your network
ÌÌ Unlock the full
potential of your
Sophos Endpoints
ÌÌ Discover Mode makes it
easy with no disruption
ÌÌ Inline deployment
gives you automatic
response with zero risk

Unlock the full potential of your Sophos Endpoints
If you already have or are considering Sophos Central managed Endpoint Protection
like Central Endpoint Advanced or Intercept X, Synchronized Security enables a whole
new level of visibility and protection. Utilize our unique Security Heartbeat™ to get
instant insights into endpoint health status, with the option to automatically respond
to security incidents by isolating infected systems until they can be cleaned up. Or
take advantage of the rich insights and control that Synchronized Application Control
provides by identifying hundreds of applications that are currently going undetected
on your network. A Synchronized Security Appliance unlocks the full potential of your
Sophos Endpoints without disrupting your existing network.

Expose hidden risks
Sophos Synchronized Security provides unprecedented visibility into top risk users,
unknown apps, advanced threats, suspicious payloads, and much more. Traffic lightstyle indicators on the Control Center instantly identify what needs your attention the
most, and rich on-box reporting provides deep forensic and analytics capabilities into
users, threats, applications, web usage, and other activity on your network.

Automatically respond to incidents
Synchronized Security can instantly identify the source of an infection on your network
and automatically limit access to important network resources in response. This is
made possible with the Security Heartbeat™, sharing telemetry and health status
between Sophos Endpoints and the Synchronized Security Appliance to provide a
coordinated response.

Synchronized Security made simple
Synchronized Security has been designed to fit your network, any way you want. We
make it easy to add deeper insights and visibility to your existing network protection
without any risk or disruption to your network. Our appliance can be deployed either
in Discover Mode (also known as TAP mode) by simply connecting it to your network
switch, or it can be deployed inline with your firewall using our always-on bypass ports
to provide rich visibility and added control.



How to add Synchronized Security to your network
Whether you’re replacing your old firewall or simply enabling your network with Synchronized Security, deployment is
simple. Our XG Series appliances make it easy with a step-by-step deployment wizard that will have you up and running in
just a few minutes.

Inline Deployment
Inline deployment not only offers deeper insights and visibility into activity on your network, it also enables full
Synchronized Security capabilities, including Security Heartbeat™, Synchronized Application Control, and automated
response to incidents on your network when endpoint health changes. You can also choose to add additional protection like
our industry leading IPS, sandboxing with deep learning, ATP protection, web server protection, and more to your network
whenever you’re ready And it’s completely risk-free. Our XG Series appliances offer the ultimate in flexibility with fail-open
bypass ports now standard on all 1U models, and available in new FleXi Port Modules to enable this feature on our latest 2U
appliances as well. The new bypass ports enable the appliance to be installed in bridge mode inline with your firewall and if
the appliance needs to be shutdown, or rebooted to update the firmware, the bypass ports will allow traffic to continue to
flow ensuring no disruptions to your network.

Discover Mode Deployment
Discover Mode is the easiest way to add Synchronized Security to your existing network – simply connect the appliance to
a mirror port on your network switch and it will start adding deeper insights to your network immediately. It’s very simple
and completely risk-free. You’ll get all the visibility benefits of Synchronized Security such as our Security Heartbeat status
for endpoint health, and instant notifications of systems at risk on your network. You’ll also gain a new level of insight into
applications on your network with Synchronized Application Control as well as the presence of threats and other risks. It will
take visibility and insight to a whole new level, and when you’re ready to take advantage of some of the additional security
and controls that it offers, you can easily move the appliance inline with your firewall to protect your network further.

Try it now for free
Register for a free 30-day evaluation
at sophos.com/xgfirewall
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